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RSJ Inspection® have been registered as an “Approved Third-Party Inspection Agency”
(TPIA) for the Directorate General of Quality Assurance (DGQA), Ministry of Defence,
Government of India.
We at RSJ Inspection® Service Limited are delighted to share that we have been registered
and approved as TPIA for Defence Stores and Capacity assessment of defence suppliers by
DGQA, Ministry of Defence – Government of India for the period of 15 Apr 2021 to 14 Apr
2026.
The thrust of the “Make in India” initiative and enhanced involvement of the Indian Defence
Industry towards greater self-reliance has increased their QA workload. To meet this
challenge, DGQA has planned to take the support of certified and competent Third-Party
Inspection Agencies.
The applicant TPIA organization is evaluated by the highly experienced and qualified team of
assessors drawn from the Ministry of defence, on all aspects for 2 days.
RSJ Inspection® Service Limited has applied for the registration assessment in the month of
September 2020. And in February 2021, our organization has undergone the assessment on
different areas like QMS document checks, Vertical & Horizontal audit of
QA/Inspection/Capacity assessment, TPIA scope & accreditation checks, verification of
inspection records, and a real-time demonstration of inspection by TPIA.
Our application was reviewed by a team of eminent Jury from the Directorate General of
Quality Assurance (DGQA), Ministry of Defence, Government of India.
RSJ would like to acknowledge and thank the assessors for their efforts, valuable feedback,
and insights on various aspects of our business. Also, we are very thankful to all our
customers, Employees, Associates, Mentors, Partners, Suppliers, Regulators, Associations,
Organizations like DGQA and Government of India for their support and encouragement in
our journey.
RSJ is very much honoured and privileged to serve our nation & the front-line warriors
through the ‘Directorate General of Quality Assurance’ (DGQA). To realize our purpose
“Responsible Value creation”, we will strive hard to create and deliver value to the Nation
responsibly through our inspection & assessment services.

